the Surface Hub experts

Microsoft Surface Hub 2 overview

imagine if...
...you could work anywhere and ‘anyway’

A modern workplace is emerging
Teamwork without boundaries united
with the ultimate teaming device

Meet the Surface Hub 2
Enable teamwork anywhere with new Surface Hub 2S, an allin-one digital whiteboard, meetings platform, and collaborative
computing device that brings the power of Windows 10 to
teamwork.
The new Surface Hub 2S collaborative PCs come with a 4k
moveable camera as well as an interactive Pen. In addition,
Carillion Communications will offer specially designed stands and
wall mounts as well as an APC-designed battery in the near future.

A quick technical overview
l

Sleek, slim design with the thinnest edge
and bezel in its class

l

A brilliant 4K+ screen, 4K camera, and
enhanced speakers and mics

l

A great platform for Microsoft Teams2 and
Skype for Business

l

Next level brainstorming with Microsoft
Whiteboard, a persistent digital canvas

l

Sign in to access OneDrive files or project
content wirelessly with Miracast

l

Interact naturally with Surface Hub 2 Pen
and touch functionality

l

Fully integrated Windows 10 device—
natively run must have Microsoft and thirdparty apps

l

Experience mobile, cordless teamwork
with Mobile Stand and APC™ Mobile 		
Battery

l

Move collaboration anywhere. Surface Hub
2S is just 28 kg, it’s 40% lighter than before

One of the key differences between the Surface Hub 2S and its
predecessors is the fact that its compute hardware is no longer
built-in, but comes inside an upgradeable cartridge. For example,
next year Microsoft plans to release its Surface Hub 2X processor
cartridge offering higher GPU performance along with a set of new
software capabilities.

Roam Where You Want To
Steelcase Roam™ mobile stands free
teams to collaborate anywhere.The sleek,
approachable design and total flexibility
empower teamwork to happen wherever
ideas strike: anytime, anywhere, anyway.
Innovative mobility
Roam moves easily on smooth rolling
casters for easy on-the-go transitions
throughout a workspace, from a conference
room to private office to casual spaces and
beyond.
Approachable design
With a minimal design, roam integrates
seamlessly into any workspace. The stand
is a familiar easel-style design, making it
stylish and approachable for collaboration
anywhere.
Thoughtful integration
Roam was created to perfectly complement
Surface Hub 2 for collaboration anywhere.
With a storage tray and cord management
designed to hold an optional APC™ charge
battery for untethered use.
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Fluid team collaboration

Teamwork anywhere

Bring remote teams together

Everything you need at your fingertips.
Interact naturally with Surface Hub
2 Pen and touch. Use Microsoft
Whiteboard and leading industry apps
to keep teams in their flow. Access and
share content easily from one device.

Empower teams to collaborate
whenever and wherever their ideas
strike. Surface Hub 2S is thin and
lightweight, and enables mobile,
cordless, uninterrupted teamwork.
Turn any space into a teamwork space.

Be seen, be heard, and actively
participate in the group discussion
with best-in-class technology.
Remote meetings and ad-hoc calls
run seamlessly with Microsoft
Teams or Skype for Business.

The magic of tiling
Tiling will be a unique feature next year for Surface Hub. The
ability to work on four Surface Hubs lined together has undeniable
visual effect and will have a profound impact on what groups can
accomplish together, allowing users to display multiple pieces of
content side-by-side. Imagine how much your team could get done
being able to work simultaneously across Microsoft Whiteboard,
PowerBI, PowerPoint, and a full view video call.

accessories

Surface Hub
2 Pen
Write fast and precise
with the new Surface
Hub 2 Pen. Enjoy
a natural writing
experience with highly
responsive touch and
inking capabilities.

Surface
Hub 2
Camera

Surface
Hub 2
Mobile Battery

With a wide field of view the
whole room is always in shot.
4k resolution and a unique
easy release ‘pop off’
mechanism to avoid damage

The APC Charge Mobile Battery
for Microsoft Surface Hub
2 enables true mobility and
supports your creative flow.
Unplug, stay connected and
never lose creative momentum
- making any space a teamwork
space.
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